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Unstructured grid adaptation is a tool to control Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
discretization error. However, adaptive grid techniques have made limited impact on produc-
tion analysis workflows where the control of discretization error is critical to obtaining reliable
simulation results. Issues that prevent the use of adaptive grid methods are identified by ap-
plying unstructured grid adaptation methods to a series of benchmark cases. Once identified,
these challenges to existing adaptive workflows can be addressed. Unstructured grid adapta-
tion is evaluated for test cases described on the Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR) web
site, which documents uniform grid refinement of multiple schemes. The cases are turbulent
flow over a Hemisphere Cylinder and an ONERA M6 Wing. Adaptive grid force and moment
trajectories are shown for three integrated grid adaptation processes with Mach interpolation
control and output error based metrics. The integrated grid adaptation process with a finite
element (FE) discretization produced results consistent with uniform grid refinement of fixed
grids. The integrated grid adaptation processes with finite volume schemes were slower to
converge to the reference solution than the FE method. Metric conformity is documented on
grid/metric snapshots for five grid adaptation mechanics implementations. These tools pro-
duce anisotropic boundary conforming grids requested by the adaptation process.
I. Introduction
The use of Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) with a turbulence model has become a critical tool for
the design of aerospace vehicles. However, the issues that affect the grid convergence of three dimensional (3D)
configurations are not completely understood, as documented in the AIAA Drag Prediction Workshop series [1–3].
To identify and address the issues preventing grid convergence, a series of special sessions has been organized for the
Evaluation of RANS Solvers on Benchmark Aerodynamic Flows [4]. This evaluation includes 2D test cases [5] and 3D
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test cases [6]. This effort uses a set of 3D test cases described on the Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR) Website
[7] as 3D Hemisphere Cylinder (new) and 3D ONERA M6 Wing with the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model [8].
Alauzet and Loseille [9] documented the dramatic progress made in the last decade for solution-adaptive methods
that includes the anisotropy to resolve simulations with shocks and boundary layers. Remaining challenges are identified
by the application of solution-adaptive techniques to complex simulations. Park et al. [10] documented the current
state of solution-based anisotropic grid adaptation and motivated further development with the impacts that improved
capability would have on aerospace analysis and design in the broader context of the CFD Vision 2030 Study by
Slotnick et al. [11]. The Vision Study provides a number of case studies to illustrate the current state of CFD capability
and capacity and the potential impact of emerging High Performance Computing (HPC) environments forecast in the
year 2030.
The evaluation of these benchmark RANS cases is a continuation of the efforts of Park et al. [12] to decompose the
solution-adaptive process into a number of subprocesses that can be independently verified, evaluated, and improved.
Developing and documenting the evaluation methods is equally important as the test cases themselves. The informal
Unstructured Grid Adaptation Working Group (UGAWG) has been formed to continue this process as described in their
first benchmark [13], which focused on evaluating adaptive grid mechanics for analytic metric fields on planar and
simple curved domains. This first benchmark contains a list of future directions, which includes the focus of this paper:
solution-driven adaptation.
In this work, the metric tensor fields are based on the Mach fields of discrete solutions with (nominally second-order)
noise. In addition, discrete Hessian reconstruction is used to transform the Mach field into a metric tensor. This
solution-based metric controls the Lp norm of Mach interpolation error [14], which may result in slower convergence
of forces and moments as compared to output-based (goal-based) error estimates. The TMR provides the results of
multiple codes on a set of uniformly-refined grids to evaluate the convergence of integrated forces. The goal of this
paper is to evaluate the grid adaptive process in the context of these uniformly-refined grids, where the Lp metric
has the advantage of simplicity and implementation in multiple codes for comparison. Output-based approaches are
also included to study their impact on the convergence of integrated forces. Implementation details of adaptive grid
mechanics are evaluated by examining the metric conformity statistics produced by adapting grid-metric snapshots from
the adaptive process. The same evaluation methods of the first UGAWG benchmark [13] are used on these adapted
grid and interpolated metric pairs, which include edge length and element shape descriptive statistics related to metric
conformity.
A central repository for the UGAWG has been established on GitHub in a group account github.com/UGAWG.
Information required to set up and run benchmark cases [13] is available in adapt-benchmarks. The resulting
grids and descriptive statistics from the application of multiple adaptation tools to this benchmark is available in
adapt-results. The geometry, initial grids, boundary conditions, and reference conditions for the solution-adaptive
cases are in solution-adapt-cases. The Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) models were developed in the Electronic
Geometry Aircraft Design System (EGADS [15]) and exported in STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model
data) and IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) formats. Adapted grids, Mach fields, and metric fields are in
solution-adapt-results.
The Gamma Mesh Format is used for grid, geometry association, solution, and metric interchange. A reference
implementation of readers and writers with documentation is available at github.com/LoicMarechal/libMeshb.
The grid is stored with Vertices, Triangles, and Tetrahedra keywords, where the id of Tetrahedra should be
zero and the id of Triangles should be the one-based face index of the supporting geometry face. The Mach and
metric fields use SolAtVertices keywords with one field for scalars and matrices, respectively.
The standard practice of reconstructing the grid association to the topology and parameters of the CAD model is
error prone. The information describing this association can be persisted to eliminate the possibility of CAD association
error. The grid generation and adaptation community has not adopted a standard, but defining a common standard would
benefit grid generation and adaptation process. In the UGAWG repositories, geometry association is optionally in-
cluded as VerticesOnGeometricVertices, VerticesOnGeometricEdges, VerticesOnGeometricTriangles,
and Edges keywords. Edges have the one-based edge index id of the supporting geometry edge. The discrete
VerticesOnGeometricVertices have the one-based node index id of the supporting topological geometry node.
VerticesOnGeometricEdges have the parametric t value of the supporting geometry edge and the projection distance
(typically zero if the geometry is evaluated). VerticesOnGeometricTriangles have the parametric u and v values
of the supporting geometry face and the projection distance.
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II. Grid Adaptation Mechanics for Metric Conformity
UGAWG members provided grid adaptation codes that are the result of industry, academic, and government
investment and development. Some are open source, which allows for detailed examination of implementation details.
These codes take an existing grid as input and apply modifications to obtain a new grid that is better aligned with a
given metric. These codes try to output a unit grid, i.e., a grid in which edge lengths as measured by the metric distance
(see Eq. (1)) are close to one. The following subsections give an overview of each code.
A. EPIC
The EPIC anisotropic grid adaptation process provides a modular framework for anisotropic unstructured grid
adaptation that can be linked with external flow solvers. EPIC relies on repeated application of edge break, edge
collapse, and element reconnection operations to modify a grid such that element edge lengths match a given anisotropic
metric tensor field. EPIC-ICS uses only edge insertion, edge collapse, and element swaps. EPIC-ICS is used exclusively
for the solution-adaptive results. The metric conformity section also includes the EPIC-ICSM variant, which adds node
movement to the algorithm to produce peaked metric conformity statistics at the expense of increased execution time.
The metric field on the adapted grid is continuously interpolated from the initial metric field. Several methods are
available to preprocess the metric so as to limit minimum and maximum local grid sizes, control stretching rates of grid
size and/or anisotropy, and ensure smoothness of the resulting distribution. In addition, the metric distribution can be
limited relative to the initial grid and/or to the local geometry surface curvature. The surface grid is maintained on an
IGES geometry definition with geometric projections and a local regriding. The adaptive grid mechanics are applied to
the tetrahedral grid with the option to insert right angle prismatic or tetrahedral elements into the adapted grid near wall
boundaries. Adding a near wall boundary grid has the additional benefit of accelerating refinement of the adapted grid
normal to the wall.
B. refine
The refine open source grid adaptation mechanics package was developed by NASA. It is available via github.
com/NASA/refine under the Apache License, Version 2.0. It is designed to output a unit grid [16] in a provided metric
field. The current version under development uses the combination of edge split and collapse operations proposed by
Michal and Krakos [17]. Node relocation is performed to improve adjacent element shape. A new ideal node location
of the node is created for each adjacent element. A convex combination of these ideal node locations is chosen to
yield a new node location update that improves the element shape measure in the anisotropic metric [18]. Geometry is
accessed through the EGADS application program interface.
C. Omega_h
Omega_h github.com/ibaned/omega_h is an open-source grid adaptation library [19, 20], developed by Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute and subsequently by Sandia National Laboratories. Like the other codes in this study, it
aims to be a state-of-the-art implementation of grid adaptation by local topological modifications. Omega_h has certain
unique objectives: First, it targets tightly coupled adaptivity within a simulation, which requires remapping the solution
accurately. This motivates minimizing the number of modifications. Second, it targets simulations outside the CFD
space, including solid mechanics and shock hydrodynamics. This motivates a much stronger focus on element shape
and efficient operation with isotropic metrics. Third, it targets high performance execution using threading and Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs).
The core algorithm in Omega_h consists of one loop of alternating edge splitting and edge collapsing to satisfy
length, followed by another loop that uses edge swapping and edge collapsing to improve element shape. Snapping to
geometry (using EGADS) is part of the second (element shape) loop. All nodes are moved as far as they can toward
the snapping goal while maintaining valid element volumes. Swapping and collapsing are used to correct shapes and
snapping is resumed. The snapping and element shape improvement loop continues until the nodes are on the EGADS
geometry.
Omega_h handles highly anisotropic metrics with an iterative approach. During each iteration, Omega_h selects an
interpolated metric that is between the target and the implied metric of the current grid, then applies its full adaptive
algorithm. After several cycles, Omega_h approaches the highly anisotropic target metric. In both snapping and metric
conformity, the criteria that determines the step size is element shape (the step is halved until all elements are above a
shape measure limit in the interpolated metric space). For all results presented, this limit is 0.3 (see Eq. (3)).
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D. Pragmatic
Pragmatic [21] meshadaptation.github.io is an open source 2D and 3D anisotropic adaptation code developed
as a C++ library at Imperial College London. Initially targeted at geophysical flow simulations, Pragmatic aims at
generating quality grids for a wide range of numerical simulations. It has been integrated with the PETSc library
[22, 23].
The input grid is modified through a series of local grid manipulations. First, iterative applications of coarsening
(edge collapse), edge/face swapping and refinement (edge splitting) is used to optimize the resolution and the quality of
the grid. Second, an element-shape-constrained Laplacian smoothing step fine-tunes the grid element shape measure.
The element internal shape function that is optimized is the functional defined in Vasilevskii and Lipnikov [24].
Pragmatic was started as a hybrid threads and MPI parallel code. Since then, the enthusiasm for hybrid parallelism
has waned on the solver side, so a purely distributed memory approach was favored in Pragmatic. CAD support
functionalities have been added since the publication of Ibanez et al. [13], and geometry projection is handled by
EGADS.
E. Feflo.a
Feflo.a is an adaptation code developed at INRIA. It is based on a two-step procedure to output a unit grid [25, 26].
The first step aims at improving the edge length distribution with respect to the input metric field. In its original version,
only classical edge-based operators (insertion and collapse) are used during this step. The second step is optimization
of the grid element shape measures with node smoothing and tetrahedra edge and face swaps. Feflo.a can handle
nonmanifold surface and/or volume grids composed of simplicial elements. For the surface grid adaptation, a dedicated
surface metric is used to control the deviation of the metric and surface curvature. This surface metric is then combined
with the input metric. New points created on the surface are projected to a (fine) background surface grid and optionally
CAD via the EGADS API.
Recently, classical edge-based operators have been replaced by a unique cavity-based operator [27, 28]. This
cavity-based operator simplifies code maintenance, increases the success rate of grid modifications, has a constant
execution time for many different local operations, and robustly inserts boundary layer grids [29]. When the cavity
operator is combined with advancing-point techniques, it outputs metric-aligned and metric-orthogonal grids [30].
III. Integrated Grid Adaptation Processes
The grid adaptation process involves a flow (and adjoint) solver, error estimation, metric calculation, and grid
mechanics. The target size for the adapted grid is specified in the form of a 3 × 3 symmetric metric tensor at each node
of the grid. The metric defines an ellipsoid where the eigenvectors of the metric represent the direction of principle axes
and the eigenvalues of the metric represent the length of these axes. The metric specifies the desired anisotropic grid
density. The complexity of the metric is computed and the metric is globally scaled to produce an adapted grid with a
target number of nodes and elements. Common file formats for grids, solutions, and metric fields were used so that
components of these integrated adaptive processes could be evaluated independently.
A. GGNS
GGNS (General Geometry Navier-Stokes) is a Boeing-developed flow solver built upon the Streamline Up-
wind/Petrov Galerkin (SUPG) stabilized finite element (FE) discretization. The code uses piecewise linear finite
elements resulting in a second order accurate discretization. Additional first-order artificial viscosity built upon the
nodal DG(0) discretization is added for shock capturing. The indicator triggering this additional stabilization is based
on the oscillation of the Mach number across a cell. The solver can work with unstructured grids of mixed-element
type (tetrahedrons, prisms, and pyramids) as well as pure tetrahedral grids. The number of degrees of freedom for the
second-order SUPG scheme is equal to the number of nodes in the computational grid. The discretization is “node-based”
in the sense that it is conservative over the dual volumes of an unstructured grid. More details on discretization used
in the GGNS solver, including the particular choices of discretization variables and special treatment of the essential
boundary conditions via the Lagrange-multiplier based technique [31], can be found in Kamenetskiy et al. [32].
The discrete nonlinear solver in the GGNS code implements a variant of the Newton-Krylov-Schwartz algorithm.
On the code level, this is accomplished using the PETSc solver framework [22]. Time stepping is employed to drive to
the steady state solution. On each time step, an exact Jacobian matrix for the discretization is formed by an automatic
differentiation technique. The linear system arising from the Newton’s method is approximately solved using GMRES
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with a drop-tolerance-based BILUT preconditioner (locally on subdomains) implemented in the context of the additive
Schwartz method with minimal overlap [33]. Right preconditioning is employed to maintain consistency between the
nonlinear and linear residuals. The compact stencil property of the SUPG scheme helps to reduce the fill-in levels in the
approximate factorization, thereby reducing the memory footprint.
A line search is applied along the direction provided by the approximate solution of the linear system. Residual
decrease and physical realizability of the updated state are tracked during the line search. A heuristic feedback algorithm
is implemented to communicate failure of the line search back to the time-stepping algorithm, so that the CFL number
can be increased or decreased as necessary. There is no upper preset limit for the CFL number in the time-marching
algorithm; so Newton-type quadratic convergence (or, at least, superlinear, due to inexact linear solves) is routinely
achieved at steady state.
The adaptive grid process consists of a sequence of adaptation cycles. Each adaptation cycle consists of running a
flow solution to convergence, generating a sizing request for the next grid, generating a new adaptive grid that conforms
to the sizing request, and interpolating the solution to the new grid. The sequence of adaptation cycles is continued until
the output of interest reaches convergence.
The target sizing request is typically computed from an error estimate derived from the CFD flow solution. Error
indicators generally fall into two classes, feature-based methods that are derived from properties of the flow field such
as the Mach Hessian, or output-based methods that are derived from minimization of the errors associated with a
functional output such as integrated lift or drag. The Mach Hessian for each cell/element is computed from the flow
solution. EPIC converts the Hessians to adaptation metrics via a cell-centered modification of the goal-oriented error
estimate of Alauzet and Loseille [14], which minimizes the Lp norm of interpolation error of the scalar field for a given
grid complexity. A continuous metric field is generated by Log-Euclidean interpolation of the metrics to the grid nodes.
B. Wolf
Wolf solves the RANS system with the SA turbulence model. The spatial discretization of the fluid equations is
based on a vertex-centered, finite-element/finite-volume formulation on unstructured grids. It combines an HLLC [34]
upwind scheme for computing the convective fluxes and the Galerkin centered method for evaluating the viscous terms.
Second-order space accuracy is achieved through a piecewise linear interpolation based on the Monotonic Upwind
Scheme for Conservation Law (MUSCL) procedure, which uses a particular edge-based formulation with upwind
elements. A specific slope limiter is employed to damp or eliminate spurious oscillations that may occur in the vicinity
of discontinuities.
The linearization for Newton’s method can use either the Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS)
approximate factorization or the Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) relaxation. The LU-SGS and SGS are very attractive
because they use an edge-based data structure that can be efficiently parallelized. The GMRES method can use either of
these methods as a preconditioner.
Drag error and Mach interpolation error is controlled with the metrics described by Alauzet and Loseille [14], Drag
error is controlled through an adjoint-gradient-weighted Hessian of the continuous fluxes. Mach interpolation error is
minimized in the Lp norm of interpolation error of the scalar field for a given grid complexity. Feflo.a modifies the grid
to conform to the solution-adaptive metric.
C. FUN3D-FV
FUN3D-FV [35, 36] is a finite-volume Navier-Stokes solver in which the flow variables are stored at the vertices or
nodes of the grid. FUN3D-FV solves the equations on mixed-element grids, including tetrahedra, pyramids, prisms and
hexahedra. At interfaces between neighboring control volumes, the inviscid fluxes are computed using the Roe [37]
approximate Riemann solver based on the values on either side of the interface. For second-order accuracy, interface
values are extrapolated from the vertices with gradients computed at the grid vertices. These gradients are reconstructed
with an unweighted least-squares technique [35].
The full viscous fluxes are discretized using a finite-volume formulation in which the required velocity gradients on
the dual faces are computed using the Green-Gauss theorem. On tetrahedral grids this is equivalent to a Galerkin type
approximation. The solution at each time step is updated with a backwards Euler time-integration scheme. At each time
step, the linear system of equations is approximately solved with a multicolor point-implicit procedure [38]. Local
time-step scaling is employed to accelerate convergence to steady state. The SA turbulence model is loosely-coupled to
the meanflow equations, where the meanflow and turbulence model equations are relaxed in an alternating sequence.
The SA turbulence model requires the distance from every node to the nearest noslip boundary condition. The
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standard wall distance calculation in FUN3D-FV finds the nearest surface node and then searches adjacent triangles
to see if they are closer than the closest surface node. The standard wall distance method is inaccurate if the closest
triangle is not adjacent to the closest surface node. To provide an accurate wall distance, which is critical to the SA
model, an alternative method is used on adapted grids. The alternative method encloses each surface triangle in a
bounding box. These bounding boxes are stored in an Alternating Digital Tree (ADT) [39] for fast searches. The
alternative wall distance method finds the closest surface triangle for adapted unstructured grids. The impact of the
standard and alternative wall distance implementations will be shown for the adaptive grid cases.
The metric is formulated to control the Lp norm of the interpolation error of a solution scalar field. To form the
metric, a Hessian of the scalar field is reconstructed by recursive application of a gradient reconstruction scheme.
The gradient is computed in each element and a volume-weighted average is collected at each vertex [14]. The
second-derivative Hessian terms are formed by computing the reconstructed gradients of these gradients formed in the
first pass. The Hessian is then decomposed into eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The metric is formed by recombining the
absolute value of the eigenvalues with the eigenvectors to ensure the metric is symmetric positive definite. The metric at
each vertex is scaled to control the Lp norm [14]. The graduation of the metric field is limited to 1.5 isotropically in the
metric space [40]. The complexity is computed, and the metric is globally scaled to set its complexity to a specified
value. The grid is adapted by refine to conform to the metric.
IV. Hemisphere Cylinder Adaptation
The Hemisphere Cylinder geometry is based on a wind tunnel study by Hsieh [41, 42]. For this study, the outer
domain boundary is described as a hemisphere, where the exit plane intersects the cylinder (see Fig. 1). The Hemisphere
Cylinder was previously used for RANS solver verification with a different outer boundary shape and grid topology [6].
The zero angle of attack case is the focus here to compare multiple flow solvers on uniformly-refined grids to Lp Mach
grids adapted with FUN3D-FV and refine.
Fig. 1 Illustration of the Hemisphere Cylinder geometry.
Three Mach Lp strategies are explored for the Hemisphere Cylinder in Fig. 2. Uniformly-refined, fixed grid results
obtained from the TMR are also presented with dashed lines to indicate the expected drag component values for
well-resolved grids. A characteristic grid size h is estimated as the inverse of the cube root of the number of degrees
of freedom in the grid (nodes for vertex-based methods and cells for element-based methods). These adapted grids
are unstructured tetrahedra with no imposed structure near the wall. All surface nodes constrained by geometry edges
or faces have been evaluated with EGADS. The continuous refinement trajectory (Cont. Ref.) increases the specified
metric complexity after each flow solution. The continuous refinement trajectory uses the standard FUN3D-FV wall
distance method (Stand. Dist.). The Step refinement trajectories hold complexity constant for five grid adaptation cycles
before increasing it, which produces multiple drag values at a given grid size. The order of the Lp norm is indicated
in the figure legend. The Step refinement trajectories use the alternative wall distance method. The Cont. Ref. and
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Step trajectories converge faster to the fine, fixed-grid pressure drag than FUN3D-FV on the fixed grids. The Step
refinement with the alternative distance function is much closer to the fine, fixed-grid viscous drag than Cont. Ref. with
the standard distance function. The Cont. Ref. is omitted from a zoom view of the viscous drag in Fig. 2(c), where
the Step trajectories are approximately two counts higher in drag. Example grids from the Cont. Ref. trajectory are
used in the Metric Conformity section to evaluate adaptive grid mechanics. While the Cont. Ref. trajectory is slower to
converge to the fine, fixed-grid drag, the grid metric distribution is representative of either case.
h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025-0.0010
0.0000
0.0010
0.0020
0.0030
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Structured, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FV SA-neg, AoA=0, Tet
FUN3D-FV, SA-neg, AoA=0, Prism/hex
FUN3D-FE SA-neg, Tetrahedrons, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FE SA-neg, Mixed, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Cont., Stand. Dist.
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Step
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=4, Step
(a) Pressure component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025-0.0050
0.0000
0.0050
0.0100
0.0150
0.0200
0.0250
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Structured, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FV SA-neg, AoA=0, Tet
FUN3D-FV, SA-neg, AoA=0, Prism/hex
FUN3D-FE SA-neg, Tetrahedrons, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FE SA-neg, Mixed, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Cont., Stand. Dist.
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Step
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=4, Step
(b) Viscous component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0085
0.0090
0.0095
0.0100
0.0105
0.0110
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Structured, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FV SA-neg, AoA=0, Tet
FUN3D-FV, SA-neg, AoA=0, Prism/hex
FUN3D-FE SA-neg, Tetrahedrons, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FE SA-neg, Mixed, AoA=0-deg
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Cont., Stand. Dist.
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Step
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=4, Step
(c) Viscous component of drag coefficient, zoom.
Fig. 2 Hemisphere Cylinder FUN3D-FV+refine Lp Mach adaptation at a series of fixed complexities.
A possible explanation for the high viscous drag prediction in the Cont. Ref. trajectory of Fig. 2 is a violation of
an assumption in the distance to the wall calculation that is critical for the SA turbulence model. The computed wall
distance along the symmetry plane one diameter from the nose is shown in Fig. 3. The expected result is parallel lines,
but the wall distance is larger than the expected distance for some nodes. The anisotropic unstructured grid violates an
assumption in the standard FUN3D-FV wall distance calculation, where the closest surface triangle to an off-body node
is expected to be adjacent to the closest surface node to an off-body node.
The coefficient of pressure and skin friction on the final grid for the Step Ref. trajectories is examined in Fig. 4.
Differences in skin friction are larger between Lp=2 and Lp=4 norms than coefficient of pressure. Skin friction on
the nose is more concentric for Lp=4. The final surface grids are shown in Fig. 5. Both of these grids have the same
requested metric complexity and approximately the same number of nodes. The Lp=4 metric requests more refinement
tangential to the surface. The symmetry plane grid indicates normal refinement initially at the model and in the region
of high Mach curvature off the model.
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Fig. 3 Hemisphere Cylinder FUN3D-FV+refine Lp=2 Mach adaptation, final grid, distance to solid wall.
(a) Lp=2 Pressure coefficient. (b) Lp=2 Skin friction x-component.
(c) Lp=4 Pressure coefficient. (d) Lp=4 Skin friction x-component.
Fig. 4 Hemisphere Cylinder FUN3D-FV+refine Lp Mach adaptation, final grid solution.
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(a) Lp=2 final grid on nose and symmetry plane. (b) Lp=2 final grid on shoulder and symmetry plane.
(c) Lp=4 final grid on nose and symmetry plane. (d) Lp=4 final grid on shoulder and symmetry plane.
Fig. 5 Hemisphere Cylinder FUN3D-FV+refine Lp Mach adaptation, final grid.
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V. Alternate Hemisphere Cylinder Geometry
The original Hemisphere Cylinder domain has adjacent boundary faces with boundary conditions that are not
compatible for some flow solvers. To address this concern, the Alternate Hemisphere Cylinder Geometry was proposed
with a spherical outer boundary. The model is completed by appending a body described by Groves, Huang, and Chang
[43] to the cylinder. This avoids the intersection of the model with an exit plane. For verification exercises, the original
and alternative geometries should be studied separately. Uniformly-refined, fixed grids are also available for this case.
Pressure and viscous components of GGNS adaptive grid drag calculations are compared to GGNS on these fixed grids
in Fig. 6 for low angles of attack and Fig. 7 for higher angles of attack. Only node insertion, edge collapse, and element
swaps are used for EPIC-ICS to reduce execution time. Mach Lp=4 and drag error adaptation converge faster to the
uniformly-refined drag value. Lift error and Mach Lp=2 converge slower on coarse grids. On grids with h smaller than
0.012, the adaptive schemes produce similar trajectories at this scale.
h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0010
0.0020
0.0030
0.0040
0.0050 al=0, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=0, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=0, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=0, GGNS, FIXED
(a) Pressure component of drag coefficient, α = 0.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0100
0.0110
0.0120
0.0130 al=0, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=0, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=0, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=0, GGNS, FIXED
(b) Viscous component of drag coefficient, α = 0.
h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0010
0.0020
0.0030
0.0040
0.0050
0.0060 al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=5, GGNS, FIXED
(c) Pressure component of drag coefficient, α = 5.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0100
0.0110
0.0120
0.0130
0.0140
0.0150 al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=5, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=5, GGNS, FIXED
(d) Viscous component of drag coefficient, α = 5.
Fig. 6 Alternate Hemisphere Cylinder GGNS+EPIC-ICS adaptation, low angles of attack.
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h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0040
0.0050
0.0060
0.0070
0.0080
0.0090 al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=10, GGNS, FIXED
(a) Pressure component of drag coefficient, α = 10.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0120
0.0130
0.0140
0.0150
0.0160 al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=10, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=10, GGNS, FIXED
(b) Viscous component of drag coefficient, α = 10.
h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0110
0.0120
0.0130
0.0140
0.0150
0.0160
0.0170 al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=15, GGNS, FIXED
(c) Pressure component of drag coefficient, α = 15.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0120
0.0130
0.0140
0.0150
0.0160
0.0170
0.0180
0.0190 al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=15, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=15, GGNS, FIXED
(d) Viscous component of drag coefficient, α = 15.
h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0220
0.0230
0.0240
0.0250
0.0260
0.0270
0.0280
0.0290 al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=19, GGNS, FIXED
(e) Pressure component of drag coefficient, α = 19.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.0250.0120
0.0130
0.0140
0.0150
0.0160
0.0170
0.0180
0.0190 al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=2
al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Mach-Lp=4
al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-drag
al=19, GGNS+EPIC-ICS, adj-lift
al=19, GGNS, FIXED
(f) Viscous component of drag coefficient, α = 19.
Fig. 7 Alternate Hemisphere Cylinder GGNS+EPIC-ICS adaptation, high angles of attack.
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VI. ONERA M6 Adaptation
The ONERA M6 wing was originally described in an AGARD report [44]. The geometry has been modified from
this original description to have a sharp training edge and a well-defined wing tip shape by Mayeur et al. [45, 46].
Uniformly-refined, fixed-grid results obtained from the TMR indicate the expected force and moment values for well-
resolved grids. The pressure and viscous components of drag converge more consistently on these uniformly-refined
grids than lift or pitching moment. Adaptive GGNS results are shown as solid lines in Fig. 8 with the TMR results as
dashed lines. Adaptive FUN3D-FV results are shown as solid lines in Fig. 9. FUN3D-FV solutions are also computed
on GGNS lift-adapted grids from Fig. 8. The vertical scale is smaller for GGNS plots because the difference between
GGNS adaptive results and the uniformly-refined grids are smaller. Adaptive Wolf results are shown as solid lines in
Fig. 10. Wolf solutions are also computed on GGNS lift adapted grids from Fig. 8.
The GGNS adaptive trajectories increase complexity in a number of steps. Only node insertion, edge collapse,
and element swaps are used for EPIC-ICS to reduce execution time. The drag components monotonically converge at
constant complexity. The lift and pitching moment show jitter during the constant complexity phases. The GGNS+EPIC-
ICS forces and moment converge rapidly. Mach Lp=2 is slower to converge as compared to the other adaptive schemes,
which appear to have a lower error than the uniformly-refined, fixed-grids for grids finer than h = 0.018.
The Cont. Ref. FUN3D-FV adaptation trajectory increases complexity each time the metric is computed. The
continuous refinement trajectory uses the standard FUN3D-FV wall distance method (Stand. Dist.). The Step trajectories
hold complexity constant for 5 adaptations before an increase in complexity. The Step refinement trajectories use the
alternative wall distance method. The FUN3D-FV Step trajectories with the alternative wall distance method appear to
converge toward the uniformly-refined, fixed-grid values. Adaptive grid lift and pitching moment convergence to the
uniformly-refined, fixed-grid values appears to be stalled for Cont. Ref. FUN3D-FV with the standard wall distance
method. The FUN3D-FV solutions on the Lift adapted GGNS+EPIC-ICS use the alternative wall distance method are
near the fixed-grid FUN3D-FE. Example grids from the Cont. Ref. trajectory are used in the Metric Conformity section
to evaluate adaptive grid mechanics. While the Cont. Ref. trajectory is slower to converge to the fine, fixed-grid forces
and moment, the grid metric distribution is representative of the other trajectories.
Adaptive Wolf trajectories show monotonic convergence toward the uniformly-refined, fixed-grids. Only the
finial grid in a series of fixed-complexity adaptation steps is shown. The drag-error-based metric converges slower
than Mach Lp for these forces and moment. The Wolf solutions on the Lift adapted GGNS+EPIC-ICS are near the
uniformly-refined, fixed grids, but there is more variation with grid refinement than with GGNS or FUN3D-FV.
The wall distance calculation assumption violation discovered with the FUN3D-FV Hemisphere Cylinder adaptation
case is also present on the adapted FUN3D-FV ONERA M6 cases. The standard method for computing distance to
the wall on the final grid of the Lp=2 Cont. Ref. adaptation is shown for the symmetry plane near the trailing edge in
Fig. 11. Equidistant contours are expected, but there are nodes with larger wall distance than expected. The anisotropic
unstructured grid violates an assumption in the standard FUN3D-FV wall distance calculation, where the closest surface
triangle to an off-body node is expected to be adjacent to the closest surface node to an off-body node. Errors in wall
distance negatively impact the SA turbulence model accuracy.
To understand the impact of wall distance calculation, the FUN3D-FV solution is provided for a GGNS+EPIC-ICS
grid with the alternative and standard wall distance methods. The forces and moment are shown in Table 1, where
FUN3D-FV with the alternative wall distance method is closer to GGNS than FUN3D-FV with the standard wall
distance method. The GGNS+EPIC-ICS Mach-Lp=4 grid has 154K nodes (h = 0.0186). The tetrahedral grid intersected
at two constant span locations is shown in Fig. 12. The grid shows clustering at the leading edge, shock, wake, and
boundary layer. These adapted grids lack the orthogonality that is typically observed in fixed grids. The extremely
unstructured nature of these grids violates the assumptions of the standard FUN3D-FV wall distance method.
Mach number at two constant span locations is shown in Fig. 13. The FUN3D-FV solution with the alternative
wall distance method appears similar to GGNS with small differences near shocks. The FUN3D-FV solutions with the
standard wall distance method indicate a thicker boundary layer in the aft portion of the wing and the wake. The upper
surface shock is more diffuse and the supersonic regions are smaller than the other methods on the same grid. The only
difference between these two FUN3D-FV simulations is the wall distance method.
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Table 1 Forces and Moment for GGNS+EPIC-ICS Mach-Lp=4 grid with 154K nodes.
Code CDp CDv CL CMy
GGNS 0.01223 0.00549 0.27196 -0.19355
FUN3D-FV, alternative wall distance 0.01250 0.00526 0.26931 -0.19143
FUN3D-FV, standard wall distance 0.01714 0.01001 0.24643 -0.17216
h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.040.0100
0.0120
0.0140
0.0160
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=2 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=4 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Drag Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lift Adapted
(a) Pressure component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.040.0050
0.0055
0.0060
0.0065
0.0070
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=2 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=4 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Drag Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lift Adapted
(b) Viscous component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C L
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.040.2600
0.2650
0.2700
0.2750
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=2 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=4 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Drag Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lift Adapted
(c) Lift coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C m
y
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04-0.2000
-0.1950
-0.1900
-0.1850
-0.1800
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=2 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lp=4 Mach Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Drag Adapted
GGNS+EPIC-ICS, Lift Adapted
(d) Pitching moment coefficient.
Fig. 8 GGNS ONERA M6 force and moment convergence.
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h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.040.0100
0.0120
0.0140
0.0160
0.0180
0.0200
0.0220
0.0240
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Cont., Orig. Dist.
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Step
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=4, Step
FUN3D-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(a) Pressure component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04-0.0050
0.0000
0.0050
0.0100
0.0150
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Cont., Orig. Dist.
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Step
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=4, Step
FUN3D-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(b) Viscous component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C L
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.040.2200
0.2300
0.2400
0.2500
0.2600
0.2700
0.2800
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Cont., Orig. Dist.
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Step
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=4, Step
FUN3D-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(c) Lift coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C m
y
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04-0.2000
-0.1800
-0.1600
-0.1400
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Cont., Orig. Dist.
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=2, Step
FUN3D-FV+refine, Mach-Lp=4, Step
FUN3D-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(d) Pitching moment coefficient.
Fig. 9 FUN3D-FV ONERA M6 force and moment convergence.
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h=N-1/3
C D
p
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.040.0100
0.0120
0.0140
0.0160
0.0180
0.0200
0.0220
0.0240
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Mach-Lp=2
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Drag Adapted
Wolf-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(a) Pressure component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C D
v
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04-0.0050
0.0000
0.0050
0.0100
0.0150
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Mach-Lp=2
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Drag Adapted
Wolf-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(b) Viscous component of drag coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C L
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.040.2200
0.2300
0.2400
0.2500
0.2600
0.2700
0.2800
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Mach-Lp=2
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Drag Adapted
Wolf-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(c) Lift coefficient.
h=N-1/3
C m
y
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04-0.2000
-0.1800
-0.1600
-0.1400
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Prism_Hex
USM3D SA-neg, FO turb, Tetrahedral
FUN3D-FV
CFL3D
FUN3D-FE, Fixed
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Mach-Lp=2
Wolf-FV+Feflo.a, Drag Adapted
Wolf-FV, GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lift Grids
(d) Pitching moment coefficient.
Fig. 10 Wolf ONERA M6 force and moment convergence.
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Fig. 11 ONERA M6 FUN3D-FV+refine Lp=2 Mach adaptation, final grid, standard method to compute dis-
tance to solid wall at trailing edge.
(a) GGNS+EPIC-ICS, y/b = 0.2. (b) GGNS+EPIC-ICS, y/b = 0.7.
Fig. 12 Constant span slices of the iteration 17 grid of GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lp=4 Adaption.
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(a) GGNS, y/b = 0.2. (b) GGNS, y/b = 0.7.
(c) FUN3D-FV, alternative wall distance, y/b = 0.2. (d) FUN3D-FV, alternative wall distance, y/b = 0.7.
(e) FUN3D-FV, standard wall distance, y/b = 0.2. (f) FUN3D-FV, standard wall distance, y/b = 0.7.
Fig. 13 Constant span slices of the iteration 17 grid of GGNS+EPIC-ICS Lp=4 Adaption.
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VII. Metric Conformity
The generation of the adapted grids is a key step in the grid adaptation process, as generating high quality grids
is essential to reach the prescribed error target. Only a few grid adaptation packages are actually able to output such
curved boundary conforming grids adapted to a highly anisotropic metric field in 3D. The codes considered in this
study are grid adapters, that output the adapted grid from an initial grid through a series of local modifications and
optimizations. Different approaches are followed by the different codes as described in Section II. Understanding how
this implementation differences influence the final results is important.
Previously, simple geometries and analytic metrics were considered [13]. Both the geometry and metric complexity
has increased in this study. These metrics and geometries are extracted from the RANS adaptation cases in this paper.
In this study, we considered snapshots from the adaptation process involving FUN3D-FV and refine, both for the
Hemisphere Cylinder case and the ONERA M6 wing case. The target complexity was continuously increased during
the iterative Mach Lp=2 adaptation process. The FUN3D-FV and refine adaptation trajectories are representative of the
intermediate grids and metrics of the integrated adaptive procedure trajectories. Grid/metric pairs were extracted from
these trajectories, where the metric is formed from solution computed on the paired grid. Each of the adaptation codes
then adapts a new grid from this pair, guided by the given metric field.
The properties of the grids are evaluated using the metric interpolated by each adaptation code from the provided
input grid. Two local criteria of metric satisfaction are employed for descriptive statistics. First, the edge-length criterion
as presented by Park et al. [12] is used. The edge length formula is based on an assumption that the logarithm of desired
length varies linearly along the edge [40] and is defined by
Le =

La−Lb
log(La/Lb )
|La − Lb | > 0.001
La+Lb
2 else
(1)
La = (vTe Mave )
1
2 ,Lb = (vTe Mbve )
1
2 (2)
An ideal edge has a metric length of one in a unit grid. Second, element shape is examined using the mean ratio formula
for tetrahedra QK where K is a tetrahedron, |K | is its volume, ve is the vector along one of its edges e, and |Kˆ | is
the volume of a tetrahedron with unit edge lengths. Mmax is a single metric tensor being used to measure the whole
tetrahedron. In this case, we choose Mmax as the adjacent vertex metric with largest determinant,
QK =
(
|K | det(Mmax)
1
2
|Kˆ |
) 2
3
1
6
∑
e∈K vTe Mmaxve
, (3)
Mmax = arg max
Mv,v∈K
det Mv . (4)
An ideal element has a mean ratio of one. We also consider the global criterion of number of elements, as the main
purpose of solution-based adaptivity is to minimize the number of degrees of freedom while maximizing accuracy.
The distribution of these quantities is represented on histograms both in linear and logarithmic scales. The histograms
in linear scale show that all the considered codes output grids where the edge lengths are clustered around 1 and mean
ratio is clustered near 1. The quality of the grid is judged depending on the width of the distribution, and the tails, which
represents undesirable elements (too large, too small, poorly shaped). The histograms in logarithmic scale offer a better
view of the tails of the distributions, and allow us to spot more precisely the number of low shape measure elements. A
normalized count is used for the vertical axis, which is the number of members of a bin divided by the width of the bin
and the total number of members of all bins. The integral under the histogram is equal to one with this normalization,
which models a continuous probability density function. The bins are sized logarithmically to better resolve the tails.
The size of the bins impacts the normalized count, particularly for small counts. The discrete levels in the tails of the
logarithmic plots are due to small member counts.
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A. Hemisphere Cylinder Metric Conformity
Two versions of this grid/metric pair are taken at different iterations of the adaptation process. The first metric has a
target complexity of 30,000, and the second metric has a larger complexity of 100,000. The cases will be respectively
referred to as hsc-30k and hsc-100k. While the initial and target grids are relatively coarse in the first case and present
relatively low anisotropic ratios, the prescribed anisotropy is significantly greater in the second case. This second case
is more challenging due to the small boundary layer metric normal the model.
Histograms of edge lengths and mean ratios in linear scale for the hsc-30k case are provided in Fig. 14. They
show that for all considered codes, the resulting shape measure distribution is centered about 1, which is the ideal
shape measure, both in terms of edge lengths and mean ratio. The distribution evaluated on the input grid is shown
in black. For all codes, the distribution is more narrow than the input metric, which conveys that a large majority of
elements have excellent shape measures. Omega_h, refine and Feflo.a have very similar edge length distributions, while
Pragmatic tends to have longer edges than the others. EPIC-ICS has a bimodal distribution and EPIC-ICSM has the
highest peak. In terms of mean ratio, the improvement from the initial grid is very clear for all codes, which all have
similar distributions.
The logarithmic scale histograms in Fig. 15 show better some key differences between the codes. While Feflo.a has
the narrowest distribution, it also has more low mean ratio elements. Conversely, Pragmatic and Omega_h have wider
distributions but fewer low mean ratio elements.
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Fig. 14 Hemisphere Cylinder metric conformity for 30K complexity.
The hsc-100k case exhibits similar trends as the hsc-30k case. The histograms are displayed in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.
One can notice that the initial grid was better converged than the hsc-30k one, and the improvements both in terms of
edge lengths and mean ratio are smaller. In terms of edges lengths, EPIC-ICS still exhibits a flat distribution, while the
peak of the distribution for Pragmatic is slightly above 1. Feflo.a and refine have a nicely shaped distribution centered
about 1, but Feflo.a has significantly more very small or very long edges. In terms of mean ratio, all codes have a
few low quality elements, which was expected due to the small grid sizes adjacent to the boundary. Pragmatic has
significantly fewer mid-to-low mean ratio elements, while the worst mean ratio of Omega_h is only 0.15, versus lower
than 0.05 for the others.
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Fig. 15 Hemisphere Cylinder metric conformity for 30K complexity (log scale).
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Fig. 16 Hemisphere Cylinder metric conformity for 100K complexity.
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Fig. 17 Hemisphere Cylinder metric conformity for 100K complexity (log scale).
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B. ONERA M6 Metric Conformity
Grid/metric pairs from the ONERA M6 wing FUN3D-FV+refine Mach Lp=2 continuous refinement trajectory are
also adapted. Two versions of this case are considered, with metric complexities of 30,000 and 100,000. The cases will
be respectively referred to as m6-30k and m6-100k. The geometry of this case is more complex than for the hemisphere
cylinder, and the very thin anisotropic boundary layer is expected to be a challenge, notably close to the tip and the
trailing edge of the wing.
Grid histograms in linear and logarithmic scale for the m6-30k case are displayed in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, respectively.
The same kind of edge length distributions as in the hemisphere cylinder case can be found; however, more small edges
appear for all codes. A closer look shows that EPIC-ICS produces a bimodal distribution, whereas Pragmatic produces
slightly longer edges. In terms of mean ratio, the initial grid is not well converged yet, and presents many low quality
elements. All codes perform equally well at narrowing the mean ratio distribution around 1; however, all the codes have
a long tail of low mean ratio elements. With regards to this, EPIC-ICSM has the most high mean ratio elements and the
smallest mean ratio.
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Fig. 18 ONERA M6 metric conformity for 30K complexity.
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Fig. 19 ONERA M6 metric conformity for 30K complexity (log scale).
For the bigger m6-100k case, the histograms are displayed in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 for the linear and logarithmic scales
respectively. The initial grid is, like in the hemisphere cylinder case, already reasonably good, and the adaptation codes
are expected to perform incremental optimization. This can prove to be delicate, as there is little room for maneuver
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close to the surface of the wing. Edge length distribution are very similar to the other cases, EPIC-ICS still exhibits its
bimodal distribution and Pragmatic has slightly longer edges, but the trail of extreme sizes is bigger for Feflo.a and
refine. The difference between the codes is more visible in terms of the mean ratio. All of the codes have some low
mean ratio elements. The distribution of Pragmatic has a higher slope in the logarithmic scale, which results in fewer
mid to low mean ratio elements. Despite a very small number of very low mean ratio elements, refine also performs
well in limiting the number of low mean ratio elements. At the other end of the spectrum, Feflo.a creates a relatively
large number of low mean ratio elements and a greater number of long edges in the metric than the input grid.
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Fig. 20 ONERA M6 metric conformity for 100K complexity.
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Fig. 21 ONERA M6 metric conformity for 100K complexity (log scale).
VIII. Conclusions
Turbulent flow (RANS with SA turbulence model) adaptive simulations are conducted with refinement to curved
geometry. The GGNS+EPIC-ICS adaptation to control the Lp norm of Mach number showed forces and moment
that converged toward fine, uniformly-refined, fixed-grids for the Alternative Hemisphere Cylinder and ONERA M6
cases. The metric for this error estimate can be readily constructed from a reconstructed Hessian of Mach number and
linear algebra. Other adaptive processes, such as FUN3D-FV+refine and Wolf+Feflo.a, converged slower toward the
uniformly-refined, fixed-grids for this metric. This overall difference could be a result of differences in the flow solver
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discretization (finite-element versus finite-volume), metric construction, adaptive grid mechanics, or a combination
of factors. An assumption violation in the standard FUN3D-FV wall distance calculation negatively impacted the
FUN3D-FV+refine calculations on adapted grids. The adapted-grid FUN3D-FV results with the alternative wall
distance method were more consistent with fixed-grid results and other integrated adaptive processes.
Output-based metrics that control error estimates of lift and drag converged faster than the simple Mach Lp metric.
Functional convergence rates of the Lp=2 norm was not consistently better or worse than Lp=4 across implementations.
Adaptive grids from the GGNS+EPIC-ICS integrated adaptive process where evaluated with FUN3D-FV and Wolf
flow solvers. The FUN3D-FV and Wolf calculations on the GGNS+EPIC-ICS grids were closer to the fine, fixed-grids
than calculations within the FUN3D-FV+refine and Wolf+Feflo.a integrated adaptation processes. The impact of wall
distance calculation method was shown on the FUN3D-FV solutions. The standard wall distance method increased the
thickness of the boundary layer and reduced the acceleration of the Mach number over the upper surface of the ONERA
M6.
Metric conformity was studied on example grid/metric pairs to isolate the adaptive grid mechanics from other
elements of integrated solution adaptation. This also allows grid mechanics to be evaluated that are not directly integrated
with a flow solver and metric construction method. Comparison studies show that all the considered adaptive grid
mechanics, despite different approaches in the grid optimization process, can output boundary and metric conforming
adapted grids. They all output grids with edge lengths near unity in the metric and very few low mean ratio elements. A
compromise may be present between the width of the mean ratio distribution and its tail, i.e., the number of very low
mean ratio elements. Further analysis could confirm the location of the low mean ratio elements, and determine the
sensitivity of the codes to undesirable elements in the initial grid.
Further progress in understanding the variation in adaptive grid trajectories of forces and moment will require
further decomposition of the integrated grid adaptation processes. Fortunately, the group has adopted interchange
formats and conventions for grids, metrics, and geometry. The consistent metric conformity results for all five adaptive
codes indicate that the differences may be isolated to the metric construction or the flow solver. This investigation
should be extended to the individual steps used to assemble the metric to further understand implementation details. For
example, the three integrated grid adaptation processes used different Hessian recovery methods.
The Evaluation of RANS Solvers on Benchmark Aerodynamic Flows AIAA Special Sessions use uniformly-
refined, fixed grids with a significantly higher element orthogonality than the unstructured grids created in this study.
Documenting the impact of discretization on a series of unstructured adaptive grids from the same trajectory could
help to define improved metric or grid requirements. If orthogonality is shown to be critical, Michal et al. [47] inserted
a semistructured prismatic boundary layer and Loseille [30] provides a method that encourages metric-orthogonal
elements. More research is required to definitively show the impacts of orthogonality in the context of adaptive grid
methods.
Ibanez et al. [13] and Park et al. [10] enumerate the open items that remain for future work. Studying more
realistic and complicated CAD models with the possibility of missing topology, gaps larger than the required mesh size,
and highly skewed surface parameterizations would increase the robustness of the adaptive grid mechanics. Parallel
execution would permit larger grid sizes and faster execution. The execution time to a specified accuracy should be
compared to fixed-grid methods to demonstrate practical utility and encourage adaptive grids to be the default approach.
Error estimation and metric formation should be studied for multiple outputs and time-accurate simulations.
This study documents a clear improvement in five grid adaptation mechanic implementations. A marked increase
in the complexity of the flow physics, adaptive metric, and geometry is attempted beyond Park et al. [12] and Ibanez
et al. [13]. A quick estimate indicates that O(1000) valid, metric-conforming, and boundary-conforming adaptive
grids were formed, where approximately 30 adaptive trajectories had 30–50 grids. Multiple implementations of grid
adaptation mechanics attained metric conformity as inferred by edge length and mean ratio descriptive statistics on
a solution based metric. This effort demonstrates progress toward CFD Vision 2030 [11]. A number of the time line
elements proposed by Park et al. [10] have been demonstrated. This work provides a benchmark for verifying the
Lp metric in integrated adaptive grid tools. These verified processes will set the stage for the infusion of solution
interpolation error and ultimately output error controlled RANS simulations into production CFD workflows.
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